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The ionizing radiation properties of a fission fragment rocket engine concept are
described in the context of a crewed Mars mission. This propulsion system could
achieve very high specific impulses (>106 s) at a high power density (>kW/kg),
utilizing micron-sized fissile fuel particles suspended in an aerogel matrix. The
fission core is located within the bore of an electromagnet and external neutron
moderator material. The low-density aerogel allows for radiative cooling of fuel
particles while minimizing collisional losses with the fission fragments, leading to a
more efficient use of fissile fuel in producing thrust compared to previous
concepts. This paper presents the estimates of the steady-state ionizing
radiation equivalent dose to the astronaut crew from both external (e.g.,
galactic cosmic rays) and internal (reactor) sources. The spacecraft design
includes a centrifugation concept where the transit habitation module rotates
around the spacecraft’s center of mass, providing artificial gravity to the crew and
the separation distance to the nuclear core. We find that the fission fragment
propulsion system combined with centrifugation could lead to reduced transit
time, reduced equivalent radiation doses, and a reduced risk of long-term
exposure to micro-g environments. Such a high-specific impulse propulsion
system would enable other crewed fast transit, high delta-V interplanetary
missions with payload mass fractions much greater than those of alternative
propulsion architecture (chemical and solar electric).
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1 Introduction

To address the urgent need for advanced propulsion solutions, we propose the
development of an advanced nuclear rocket engine that is two orders of magnitude
more propellent-efficient than all rocket engines currently being used to power today’s
space vehicles. This rocket could achieve very high specific impulses at a high power
density by utilizing fission fragments as the propellent. The critical technology
development necessary to achieve this fission fragment rocket engine (FFRE) is a
low-density nuclear core that provides a fission fragment with a high probability of
escaping the core. All other nuclear rocket designs to date deposit the kinetic energy of
their fission fragments in the nuclear fuel as heat, requiring a thermal conversion process
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to accelerate the rocket’s propellent, usually hydrogen (Gabrielli
and Herdrich, 2015). The current proposed designs for a FFRE
are massive, have significant thermal constraints, and/or require
the implementation of complex designs, such as dusty plasma
levitation, which limits the near-term viability (Clark and
Sheldon, 2005).

Advanced propulsion systems with a higher specific impulse
than chemical propellants are being investigated for crewed
interplanetary missions (Kokan, 2021; Mason et al., 2022). For
the baseline crewed Mars mission, the majority of ionizing
radiation doses to the crew are caused by galactic cosmic rays
(GCRs) during the transit to/from Earth and Mars. The current
estimates for the equivalent radiation dose to the Mars crew are at or
above the lifetime dose limits. To mitigate this risk, two strategies
can be employed to reduce the absorbed dose given to the crew
during transit: 1) increasing shielding or the distance from ionizing
radiation sources and 2) reducing the transit time. However, various
shielding strategies can be used to reduce the expected dose by
adding shielding results to the addedmass, most likely at the expense
of a support system mass allocation (propellant, life support, etc.).
Inadequate shielding presents an increased health risk over no
shielding at all since high-energy GCRs cascade into many lower-
energy charged particles that create even greater ionizing radiation
risks for the crew. Hence, for a realistic spacecraft, shielding cannot
completely solve the GCR problem. Here, we will investigate the
benefits of using an FFRE to reduce transit time. In this case, both
the GCR and the nuclear propulsion system will act as a source of
ionizing radiation. Since increasing the distance between the crew
and the FFRE core may also decrease the radiation dose, we include a
baseline centrifugation concept to produce artificial gravity inside
the transit habitation module (Clément and Bukley, 2007). The
centrifugation concept also requires a long tethered or rigid
structure between the spacecraft axis of rotation and the transit
habitation module.

2 Aerogel FFRE design considerations

Fission fragments are heavy fragments of a nuclear core that
have undergone a fission reaction. The two fission fragments
typically carry more than 80% of the total energy released from
the fission reaction. Having a high atomic mass, high charge state,
and a very high velocity, they are an ideal propellant for a magnetic
thrust nozzle. Unfortunately, fission fragments slow down rapidly
inside solid matter (see Figure 1), so they must be generated in a fuel
particle that is much smaller than the attenuation length scale
(<10 um). These micron-sized fuel particle elements must also be
accumulated such that a critical mass of fissile fuels is achieved,
permitting a nuclear chain reaction to be initiated and sustained.

Satisfying both criticality and fission fragment escape is the
largest challenge to developing a feasible FFRE concept. Chapline
(1988) invented the FFRE and proposed to solve this problem by
rotating micron-thick enriched fuel plates using a moderator
structure and by extracting the fission fragment using a magnetic
yoke. Clark and Sheldon (2005) suggested levitating a cloud of fissile
dust particles inside a moderator and amagnet structure. As with the
previous FFRE concepts, the aerogel matrix core relies on the high
surface area (Sf )-to-volume ratio of micron-sized fuel particles to
radiatively cool the fuel particles. The range of fission fragments can
be simulated in various oxide fuel mixtures (Figure 1). Below a 5-
micron radius (rf ), the escape fraction reaches unity.

Here, we will assume the unity emissivity ( � 1) of the fuel
particles; radiative cooling is the only heat loss mechanism, and a
heat load is caused due to fission fragment thermalization in the fuel
particles (Qf ). This is a valid assumption in determining an upper limit
to the reactor operating power (PT) as any thermal conductivity of the
aerogel substrate will act to remove heat from the fuel particles. In the
case where the aerogel substrate is transparent to blackbody radiation
fromNf fuel elements with the surface area Sf = 4πrf 2, the steady-state
temperature of the fuel can be estimated as follows:

FIGURE 1
SRIM simulation of fission fragments slowing down in uranium
oxide.

FIGURE 2
Oxide fuel temperatures as a function of the fission fragment
escape fraction for the FFRE core operating at 1 GW power and a fuel
particle radius of 1 micron. Solid horizontal lines indicate the
approximate melting temperature of the fuel.
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Tf � Qf

Nf Sf σ
[ ]1/4

� ρf rf PTf f 1 − Pesc( )
3Mf σ

[ ]1/4

. (1)

Here,Mf and ρf denote the total mass and density of the fission
fuel, respectively, and f f denotes the fraction of power emitted as
fission fragments. Pesc denotes the fission fragment escape fraction
defined as the product Pesc � PfPa, where Pf denotes the escape
probability from the fuel particle and Pa denotes the escape
probability from the aerogel matrix. From Eq. 1, we see that
reducing the fuel particle radius (rf ) and increasing the fission
fragment escape fraction (Pesc) can help keep the fuel temperature
low. For a spacecraft application, the total fissile fuel mass (Mf )
cannot be feasibly increased to reduce the fuel temperature as that
would lead to increased reactor volumes. In order to minimize the
reactor size, we will assume that the fuel mass is equal to the
minimum to achieve criticality (Mf � Mcrit). This critical mass
depends on the thermal neutron fission cross section and can be
as low as Mcrit ~ 0.5kg for enriched americium-242 m oxide fuels
(Ronen and Leibson, 1987), which has the highest thermal fission
cross section of any known material.

Figure 2 shows that increasing the fission fragment escape
fraction is the most important for enriched fuels with a lower
critical mass (Am-242 m) and that a moderated core using Pu-
239 or U-235 micron-sized particles could operate at temperatures
well below the melting point of the fuel, even at lower fission
fragment escape fractions. Thermal constraints on fuel particles
are driven by the average fuel density and individual fuel particle
size, FF range in oxide fuels, emissivity of the fuel, and the convective
and radiative thermal transport properties of the aerogel
matrix core.

Practical limits on fuel particle fabrication lead to lower limits
for the fuel size of about a micron, where the effective FF escape
probability Pesc is 1. Combining this with the criticality requirements
and the maximum fuel temperature operating point, we find that
gigawatt (GW)-level powers are feasible with this approach. Fuels
with a lower critical mass and a high thermal neutron fission cross
section lead to lower volume reactors and higher power densities.

The energy loss process for heavy energetic particles in matter
involves several regimes where different physical mechanisms
dominate interactions between the particle and the attenuating
medium. At very high velocities, when the particles are moving
much faster than v0(Z1)2/3, where v0 denotes the Bohr velocity in a
hydrogen atom and Z1 denotes the nuclear charge, the particles are
completely stripped of their electrons and lose energy via elastic
nuclear collisions (Hakim and Shafrir, 1971). For fission fragments,
their velocity vf is on the same order as v0(Z1)2/3, the particle is no
longer fully ionized initially, and it will gain electrons as it loses
energy in the matter. In this complex intermediate energy loss
regime, we will rely on the experimental measurements of
effective energy loss constants to determine escape probabilities
for fission fragments of the average charge state, atomic mass, and
initial velocity. If we assume the high-temperature aerogel will be
composed of carbon [e.g., aerographene (Patil et al., 2020)], we can
use the energy loss measurements of fission fragments from Cf-252
in carbon (Hakim and Shafrir, 1971) to provide a decent estimate of
the range. For the stopping range in the aerogel, ΓA, we estimate a
range of 1.5 mg/cm2 and a stopping range in the oxide fuel of 3 mg/
cm2. The short range of fission fragments in the fuel and aerogel

drives the geometry to a thickness L ~ cm as aerogel densities (ρA)
of as low as 0.1 mg/cm3 have been achieved (Sun et al., 2013). Such a
low areal density means large core areas are needed to achieve a
critical mass of fissile materials while maintaining a high fission
fragment escape probability. We can estimate the aerogel matrix
temperature if we assume a specific surface area of 1,200 m2/g, mg/
cm3 density and an optical transmission value of 0.95 for a 2,000 K
blackbody spectrum over a 1-cm thick core (Cai et al., 2020). Energy
balance at Pesc � 0.6 − 0.8 leads to an aerogel bulk matrix
temperature between 300 K and 400 K if we assume all the
fission fragments are captured in the aerogel and not the fuel
(worst case scenario).

A simple homogenous model of the aerogel core can be prepared
with the fission fragment escape fraction from the fuel particle and
an aerogel of the following thickness:

Pesc � PfPa ≃ 1 − exp − ΓA
LρA

[ ]( ) 1 − exp − Γf
rf ρf

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( )
× 1 − exp − Γf

Lρf A
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( ), (2)

where ρA and ρf denote the aerogel and fuel density,
respectively, and ρf A denotes the average fuel density in the
aerogel matrix. The geometry of the core will drive the diameter
of the overall assembly as the entire core will need to fit inside the
bore of an electromagnet, as shown in Figure 3.

It is unlikely that this magnet can be built in space. Accounting
for a finite width of the superconducting magnet, moderator,
reflector, insulation, and cryostat, practical considerations limit
the core width to approximately 6 m. The fairing width of the
largest launch vehicle available in the near future is
approximately 9 m (Elvis et al., 2023). We have not included the
losses due to the finite Larmor radius of fission fragments and the
possibility of impacts to the external walls or moderator structure.
This is valid as long as the FF Larmor radius (λL ~ 0.6Tm

B ) is much
less than the core width ,w. Since the expected magnetic fields are
5T<B< 30T, the resulting Larmor radii are between 2 cm and
12 cm, much less than the expected core width of 6 m.

Figure 4 shows that when the average fuel density is much
greater than the supporting aerogel (ρf A ≫ ρA), then the fission

FIGURE 3
Cross section of the notional FFRE core design (not to scale).
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fragment escape probability varies little with the fuel density and is
mainly a function of the choice of the fissile fuel material and the
resulting neutronics.

3 Propulsion performance

The FFRE thrust (T) is related to the propellant mass rate _(m)−
T � _mvf � PescPTf f






2mf

Ef

√
, (3)

where Ef andmf denote the average energy and mass of the fission
fragments, respectively, which are emitted with a bimodal distribution
in the energy and mass. If we assume an average energy of 90 MeV and
mass of 120 u, then the expected thrust from an FFRE operating at
1 GW is 100 N, 20 N, and 10 N for Am-242 m, Pu-239, and U-235 fuel,
respectively. The low escape probability for U-235 and Pu-239 not only
decreases the thrust by reducing the propellant exhaust rate, but amuch
larger fraction of trapped fission products will increase the emitted
ionizing radiation due to radioisotope decay chains. Although the core
width and reactor power output are the same among the three fuels
under consideration, Pu and U fuels require much thicker cores. The
blackbody radiation from the fuel particles will account for
approximately 100 MW/m2 irradiance thermal loads on the reactor
facing walls when Pu and U fuels are used.

For the Am-fueled FFRE core, this irradiance thermal load drops
to approximately 20 MW/m2, which is near the expected first wall
heat loads in compact fusion reactors (Dobran, 2012). High
reflectance and emissivity coatings will be required to achieve
steady-state thermal conditions that are within material limits.

4 FFRE spacecraft design and
performance estimates

4.1 Baseline spacecraft in comparison to the
NASA reference Mars mission

A notional spacecraft design for interplanetary missions is
shown in Figure 5, including the FFRE propulsion element,
radiator, transit habitation module, and shielding. To estimate
the sizing of the transit hab, we will use the design from NASA’s
Evolvable Mars Campaign (EMC), Mars transit habitat
refinement activity (Simon, 2017), which was sized to
support a crew of four for 1,100 days. The 22-metric ton
(mt) transit hab design did not include artificial gravity, so
we include a 20% margin on the structural mass and scale the
consumable mass budget to the transit time using FFRE
propulsion. Other differences include replacing 24-kW solar
panels with a closed cycle Brayton (or other) power generation
system, heat pipes, and radiators. Similar to the NASA EMC
baseline, we do not include the Mars lander or Mars habitat
components.

Figure 5 shows an “equipment” module, which includes
components less susceptible to radiation from the FFRE core
and/or not required for crew transit. This may include the power
processing unit, sensors, communication, navigation, or a crew
reentry vehicle (e.g., Orion and Dragon) for aerocapture at
interplanetary destinations with an atmosphere. The Mars Design
Reference Mission (DRM) includes a provision for a 10-mt crew
aerocapture reentry vehicle (Orion) capable of the maximum entry
speed of 13 km/s (Drake et al., 2010).

FIGURE 4
Fission fragment escape probability from a 6-m diameter FFRE core for three different oxide fuels as a function of the average fuel density, assuming
an aerogel matrix density of 1 mg/cm3.
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4.2 Artificial gravity (centrifugation)

The FFRE-based design is well-suited to centrifugal rotation
for producing artificial gravity with a CG at the FFRE core
location as increasing the distance between the core and the
transit hab will both reduce the rotation frequency required to
achieve artificial gravity and improve the ionizing radiation
environment due to the increased distance from the source.
Centrifugation (rotation to provide artificial gravity-like
acceleration) may provide a countermeasure to address the
problems of bone loss, cardiovascular deconditioning, muscle
weakening, sensorimotor and neuro-vestibular disturbances, and
regulatory disorders (Clément et al., 2015). The low thrust
(<100 N) properties of the FFRE also result in the reduced
structural mass required in the high aspect ratio “arms” of the
spacecraft.

4.3 Radiator sizing

The heat load on the moderator section (Qm) is primarily due
to the thermalization of neutrons in the moderator, with a
contribution from gamma-ray and x-ray emissions from the
FFRE core. The portion of energy deposited into the
surrounding moderator is Qm � PT[fp + (1 − Ρesc)fd], where
fn denotes the prompt energy from neutrons and gamma rays
and fd denotes the fraction of the total reactor power emitted by
radioactive decay. This kinetic energy will turn into heat and will
need to be dissipated for a steady-state temperature to be reached.
For radiator sizing, we assume fp ~ .06 and fd ~ .07, with a
radiator hot-side temperature of 1,000 K and cold-side
temperature of 600 K, consistent with NaK heat pipe-based
heat exchangers (Zhang et al., 2020). This leads to a radiator
area of 1,380 m2 for Am-242 m, 2,150 m2 for Pu-239, and

2,230 m2 for U-235-based FFREs. Radiator stowage concepts
have indicated a maximum radiator area of approximately
2,500 m2 for the Space Launch System (SLS) fairing size
(Mason, 2021). The FFRE radiator estimates are somewhat
smaller than this, although they do not account for the
various efficiency losses in the heat exchange and transfer.
The recent work using bare woven carbon fibers has
demonstrated radiator areal densities of 2 kg/m2 (Craven,
2014) at a radiator temperature of 1,000 K. This is consistent
with NASA’s technology roadmaps for radiator technology
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2015).

4.4 Magnet sizing

The high-temperature superconducting (HTS) magnet that
provides the central solenoid field to direct fission fragments
away from the core is the most massive component of the FFRE.
The 6-m bore would approximately be the same size as the
modern magnetic confinement fusion reactor designs (Mitchell
et al., 2011). Here, we assume a magnet mass scaling of between
5 and 100 kg/Tm3. With an estimate of the FFRE mass, we can
now calculate an approximate delta-V capability, as shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 7 shows that for shorter mission durations like an
Earth–Mars conjunction class, Pu-239 and U-235 FFRE may not
be beneficial in reducing trip times and absorbed radiation doses.
This is due to the lower thrust-to-weight ratio and a reduced
fission fragment escape probability, described previously. The
Am-242 m-fueled FFRE, however, shows a clear promise of
achieving transit trajectories over shorter mission durations,
such as the Earth–Mars transfer, with a delta-V per month
capability in the 4–6 km/s range. An approximate mass budget
is included in Table 1.

FIGURE 5
FFRE-based interplanetary crewed mission spacecraft layout. The spacecraft rotates to provide artificial gravity. Absorbed radiation doses to the
crew come from external GCRs and the FFRE core.
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5 Transit time estimates for the
Earth–Mars transfer with FFRE
propulsion

To estimate the transit times achievable with the propulsion
system, we utilize an approximate solution to Lambert’s problem

with the initial conditions in the circular Earth orbit at 800 km. It is
likely that an FFRE propulsion system may be required to operate
only outside the GEO to minimize fission fragment contamination,
while starting in a lower energy orbit results in a more conservative
delta-V and transit time estimate. The initial launch through the
Earth’s atmosphere will require conventional chemical-rocket

FIGURE 6
FFRE-based Mars crewed mission spacecraft delta-V capability per month of the operation at 1 GW power.

FIGURE 7
Porkchop plots (departure on the left and return on the right) for the Earth–Mars transfer using an approximate solution to Lambert’s problem
described in Bombardelli et al. (2018). Gray arrows are the approximate location for NASA’s minimum delta-V approach with a hybrid propulsion system
(HPS) and rapid transfer carried out using an Am-242 m-based FFRE. Figure is a modified image generated by EasyPorkchop software under public
license GPLv3, copyright Juan Luis Gonzalo, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (Technical University of Madrid).
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stages, and the transition to FF rocket propulsion may be
determined through a future mission performance optimization
calculation once the chemical rocket’s first stage’s performance
characteristics are known.

Figure 7 shows that an Am-242 m FFRE operating at 1 GW
could achieve an Earth–Mars transit time of 75 days at a delta-V of
7 km/s and a Mars–Earth transit time of 82 days at a delta-V of
6.5 km/s. This represents a 60% reduction in the total transit time vs.
the NASAHPS baseline. Such a reduction is likely to result in further
mass savings through a reduction in the food, consumable,
environmental control system, and crew habitation support. In
addition to the consumable/expendable mass reduction, the
shorter transit time is likely to have a positive impact on the
behavioral health and performance of the four-person crew
(Whitmore et al., 2012). The transit time and delta-V
calculations assume an impulsive input to delta-V, whereas the
thrust-to-mass ratio of Am-242 m is quite low compared to that of
chemical propulsion systems. If we assume a magnet mass scaling of
less than 30 kg/Tm3, then the Earth–Mars transit delta-V can be
achieved in less than half of the expected transit time. Future works
will focus on more robust FFRE trajectory analyses using non-
impulsive propulsion models.

6 Ionizing radiation dose estimates

The majority of health risks to the Mars crew will come from
GCRs. These high-energy particles (~GeV per nucleon) will strike
the spacecraft, beginning a cascade of harmful radiation. To
completely protect astronauts from GCR source radiation, we
would require shielding equivalent to several meters of water.
The development of DNA damage and cancer due to radiation is
the primary concern for long-term astronaut health. NASA has
determined a set of career radiation exposure limits for astronauts
called the NASA Space Cancer Risk Model, which combines various
components of the assessment of radiation-induced cancer risks for
humans in space. The absorbed dose limits vary between 700 mSv
and 1,150 mSv (Cucinotta, 2014). Current estimates for the
absorbed dose during NASA DRM transit to/from Mars are
approximately 1,200 mSv +/− 300 mSv, which corresponds to a
risk of fatal cancer of nearly 4% for the Mars mission duration
and a lifetime risk of 10%. This transit dose is calculated based on

GCRs, and solar particle radiation, while less energetic, is much
more variable and peaks during major solar storms, compounding
the cancer risk of the crew. The large uncertainty in the estimated
absorbed dose for the NASA DRM is mainly due to variability in
solar particle radiation.

To estimate the absorbed dose for a rapid FFRE-based
Hohmann transfer, we will assume the same transit habitat
shielding (20 mg/cm2) and a core-to-habitat distance L of
between 50m and 200 m (see Figure 8). The incident power from
the FFRE core on the transit habitat, PFFR, can be estimated by a
point source:

PFFR � w2

16L2PT f npe
−∑i

Nσx( )i + f γpe
−∑k

Nσx( )k + 1 − Ρesc( )f γde−∑j
Nσx( )j[ ],

(4)
where (Nσx)i denotes the product of the number density, total

removal cross section, and width of the ith material. We assume a 2-
MeV average neutron prompt energy, graphite moderator of
thickness 40 cm, magnet thickness of 10 cm (approximated by
steel), and transit habitat aluminum shielding of 5 cm. The
radiation dose calculation also assumes an advantageous position
of the water required for the crew to assist in shielding from the
FFRE reactor. Since the core geometry is a thin plate, a shadow shield
is the most effective means of reducing radiation, accomplished with
a 2.5-m thick layer of 5% borated polyethylene. The resulting
neutron and gamma ray incident influence (Φγ,Φn) on the
transit habitat is combined with the effective dose conversion
coefficients for gamma rays (εγ � 5*10

−5mSv
hr per γ

s*cm2) and

TABLE 1 ROM mass budget for the Am-242 m FFRE crewed Mars mission.

Component Mass (metric ton)

Moderator 10

Magnet 13

Shadow shield 4

Transit habitat 20

Radiator and thermal system 3

Mars entry vehicle 10

Consumables and ECS 4

Total 64

FIGURE 8
Total equivalent dose (blue dots) for an FFRE-based crewed Mars
mission, including GCRs and reactor sources. The solid blue is the
expected equivalent dose for the NASA HPS baseline. Furthermore,
the geometry of the FFRE core, shielding, and transit hab is also
shown (above).
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neutrons (εn � 1.5*10
−5mSv
hr per n

s*cm2) (Cai et al., 2020), leading to the
following ambient dose equivalent rate:

Θ � εγΦγ + εnΦn. (5)

The equivalent total dose given to the crew for the FFRE Mars
mission (based on a magnet mass scaling of 50 kg/Tm3) is shown in
Figure 8. The FFRE reactor operates at full power for approximately
40 days during the Earth–Mars and Mars–Earth transits.

For an FFRE-to-habitat distance greater than 100 m, the
expected dose is less than the NASA HPS baseline. At L = 200,
the transit dose drops to nearly half of the NASA HPS baseline.
Given that the International Space Station (ISS) was constructed
with a high aspect ratio for large (>100 m) structures in space, it is
feasible that such a structure could be built. From a human
physiological standpoint, it appears that the adaptation gravity
gradient, Coriolis force, and cross-coupled accelerations limit the
rotation rate of space habitats to less than approximately 4 RPM
(Clément and Bukley, 2007). The low rotation rate lends itself to
larger rotation radii (L >56 m) to produce 1 g of centrifugal
acceleration. Therefore, a crewed FFRE-based interplanetary
mission would likely take advantage of centrifugation with an
arm radius in the 100–200 m range, with a rotation frequency
in ~RPM.

7 Discussion and future work

Clearly, the incredibly high specific impulse of the FFRE is not
well-matched to the short-duration Mars transfer mission. At 1 GW
operating power, theMars transfer burns only 20 kg of the fissile fuel
(Am-242 m), which represents less than 0.1% of the total spacecraft
mass. Even with this low amount of fissile fuel, the core will need to
be refueled “in situ” because of the low critical mass and low
volumetric density of the core. For the Am-242 m FFRE Mars
transfer mission described previously, it means replacing
20–40 cores (once every day) in a single transit. The engineering
challenges associated with replacing an entire fission core may limit
the feasibility of the concept; however, future works will look into the
more continuous fueling of the aerogel matrix core with fission
particles, alternative fuel-moderator geometries, and options for
robotic core replacement. Since the FFRE will be emitting a large
flux of relativistic and radioactive materials, the deposition of the
exhausted fission fragments on other nearby spacecraft is observed
in formation flights or in similar orbits. Although this is mitigated by
the shorter half-life decay chains of most fission fragments, more
work needs to be carried out to determine the impact of operating an
FFRE in the Earth–Mars system.

The other method of increasing thrust for a given amount of
power is to increase the mass flow rate of the propellant (see Eq.
3), at the expense of a specific impulse. For example, an FFRE
“afterburner” configuration could inject a gas near the FFRE core
or in between aerogel matrix fuel elements, transferring the
kinetic energy (KE) from fission fragments to the gas via
collision events. Since fission fragments are massive
(80–160 u), the KE transfer process efficiency may be
improved by using heavy noble gases (e.g., Kr, Xe, and Ar),
where the noble gas density could be equal or greater than the
surrounding aerogel matrix density, and the atomic mass of the

noble gas is on the scale as the fission fragment mass. In this case,
the low thermal conductivity of the aerogel would serve to
insulate the fuel particles from the warm dense plasma of the
noble gas generated during the thermalization of fission fragment
particles. Since this process occurs in a strong magnetic field, a
mirror configuration could serve to efficiently exhaust this
plasma, generating thrust. Such an FFRE afterburner could
also consist of a Penning trap of ions in order to increase the
Coulomb interactions and momentum transfer between fission
fragments and the afterburner fuel. Future works will also
investigate how various afterburner FFRE configurations could
result in higher thrust-to-weight ratios, shorter reactor “on”
times, lower fission fuel burnup fractions, and lower absorbed
equivalent doses given to the crew.

Another possible benefit of an FFRE vs. nuclear thermal
propulsion (NTP) or nuclear electric propulsion (NEP)
concepts in crewed spaceflight applications is the reduction in
spent fuel radioactivity. By exhausting the fission fragment
instead of capturing them in reactor fuel elements, an FFRE
core may offer a lower total radiation dose to crew members over
mission lifetimes. In future works, we will compare the total spent
fuel radiation properties of a representative interplanetary
crewed mission.

Astronauts embarking on a Mars mission using the current NASA
approach have an approximate of 1 in 20 chances of dying of cancer
during the mission due to radiation exposure. This may be acceptable
for an initial high-risk exploration mission, but a different approach is
needed to open upMars for an extended and broader human presence.
We have shown that a GW-scale FFRE could be used for rapid crewed
Mars transits with a reduction in the total absorbed equivalent dose to
the crew. Significant engineering challenges must be solved tomake this
system a reality. Although the production and enrichment of Am-
242 m fuel is technically feasible, such a highly fissile enriched fuel
remains a proliferation and safety concern. The supply chain for large
scale productions is currently non-existent, and the lack of a
commercial market for enriched Am-242 m will likely result in very
high costs.

8 Conclusion

We have identified an important synergy between artificial
gravity “centrifugation” and ionizing radiation shielding that
point toward a 100-m scale rotating spacecraft as a feasible
solution for reducing the negative health impacts on the crew
during the Mars transit. If a large rotating spacecraft were to be
built, it would likely leverage the recent advances of in-space
manufacturing to assemble these large structures. Although a
low-thrust, high-ISP propulsion option may not seem like the
ideal solution for a Mars transit, the low thrust-to-weight ratio is
well-matched to the “centrifugation” approach in the way that it
reduces structural loads to the spacecraft that may not be capable of
supporting large forces over long moment arms.

This research report introduces an alternative FFRE concept
with a total mass of less than 70metric tons using the Am-242 m fuel
applied to the rapid Earth–Mars transfer mission. The shorter
transit times, artificial gravity environment, and decreased total
equivalent radiation dose may provide significant health benefits
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to crew members on other long-duration missions (e.g., Mars,
Jupiter, and asteroid belts).
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